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Dedication
 This book is dedicated to the spiritual

seekers and students I have been called

to serve. You’ve made it possible for me to

carry out my Divine assignment. This

instruction book was created for you to

have step by step guidance on how to

clear spiritual blockages and manifest

what you desire quickly. You are the

caption of your ship and so whatever your

heart desire you can achieve. Nothing is

impossible regardless of your journey. Get

to work and believe you can, I believe in

you and spirit is working on your behalf.

 



Spiritual cleansing (Blockage Removal) is an ancient

practice with many different variations to remove negative

energies and entities that cause spiritual blockages,

disturbances, depression, negative thinking, negative

feelings or emotions, hopelessness, anger, resentment,

unhealthy relationships and other personal issues and

hindrances. Spiritual cleansing can be done for loved ones,

pets, your home, car, business and workspace. It will bring

balance of mind, body and spirit. Spiritual cleansing can

repel or destroy negative patterns. 

Organic Herbs grown without manmade fertilization only

contain vital nutrients from the elements.

Organic Herbs are used to heal spiritually. In order to

connect to the Divine, you have to use Plants and Plant

Materials in their natural state as made by the Creator of

Creations.

Organic Herbs are used to heighten our spiritual vibration

and strengthen our connection to the Divine.

Organic Herbs provide vital nutrients from the elements (soil,

water, air and sun).

What is Spiritual Cleansing?

Why are Organic Herbs and
Essential Oils used in our

Products?

Our Products are made from the finest grades of organic

herbs, spices, barks, resins, roots, seeds, vines, stems and

flowers obtained from reputable producers in North and

South America, Middle East, Near and Far East.

The extract and essences of the herbs are blended with

therapeutic essential oils to produce a potent concentrate

for emotional, physical and spiritual healing.



Essential Oils are the concentrated essence of the plant

which is considered the vital fluid and life blood of the plant.

They are called essential because they are the substance of

life. Essential oils are botanicals for the Spirit, Soul and

Body.There are two ways the human body derives the

benefits of essential oils, they are absorbed through the skin

and inhaled through the nose. The molecules of these

essential oils are so minuscule they are easily absorbed and

when inhaled immediately begins the Spiritual and

emotional healing process.The oils contain life power,

intelligence and vibrational energy of the plants from which

they are derived and imbued with the healing powers. 

When using the Blockage Removal Wash the Essential Oils

enter directly into your bloodstream through the pores. In

addition, while washing you also inhale the Essential Oils

through the nose which carries it directly into your lungs

and then into your bloodstream.  When the Essential Oils

enter your bloodstream they cleanse, balance, energize and

uplift the Spirit, Soul and emotions so that you can begin

the spiritual healing process and remove negative energies.

Description: The essential ingredients of the Earth Blends

for Happiness Body Washes are Water, Organic Herbs and

Essential Oils.

Water is Life, it cleanses, refreshes and replenishes the body,

Organic Herbs and Essential Oils are food for the Spirit.

Together they provide cleansing and protection for the

Spirit. We wash the physical body to remove negative

energy from the earthly home of the spirit. This enables the

Spirit to dwell in a negative free environment conducive to

spiritual development and power.

Essential Oils are Vital Fluids
 



 The finest grades of organic herbs, spices, barks, resins, roots,

seeds, vines, stems and flowers are obtained from reputable

producers in North and South America, Middle East, Near

and Far East. The extract and essences of the herbs are

blended with therapeutic essential oils to produce a potent

concentrate for emotional, physical and spiritual healing.



Healing Affirmation: I speak with loving words of

omnipotence that I am healed in every department of my

mind, affairs and actions, knowing that I am a living

embodiment of the creator, in action and demonstration of

universal good. 

Prayer: O supreme creator whose image I am and whose

likeness I bear, whose radiance fills me (Name) with life,

health, healing and love. I call upon thee to invigorate me

with the spiritual energies that transcends the various

conditions in harmony and peace. Let thy healing balm of

transformation in every atom, proton, vein, cell, nerve and

condition of the mind be restored, renewed and

regenerated by a consciousness union of body soul and

spirit, so that healing in every area of my life be ascertained. 

Courage Affirmation: I am confident and courageous in all

aspects of my life. I can do all things through the

empowerment of the supreme absolute creative

intelligence of the cosmos, whose order, light, love and

power grants me the desires of my expressive will in actions

to go forward and excel. 

Prosperity Affirmation: Every day in every way I am

becoming more and more prosperous in all areas of my life.

Through a conscious awareness of the Divine spirit of the

creator in me. I choose to be healthy, wealthy and wise,

therefore I am successful in all I do and say and abundance

of money flows easily and steadily my way, making me

Divinely sustained and blessed. 

Affirmations 
 



Love Affirmation: I am born of the cosmic rays of love in all

its splendor. I am surrounded by love and everything is in

Divine order, this consciousness of love that I sustain,

prospers and illuminates my way granting me success in all

things. 

Affirmations 
 



SPIRITUAL POWERSPIRITUAL POWER
BODY WASHBODY WASH   

How to Use Earth Blends for
Happiness Spiritual Power Body Wash

Note:  Follow instructions precisely.
Dont's for Spiritual Power wash:
Do not shower, leave wash on body for 24 -72 hours

Do not use soap, bath oil or any other body cleansing agents

Do not use if you have open wounds

https://happinessblends.com/collections/body-wash/products/spiritual-power-body-wash-8oz
https://happinessblends.com/collections/body-wash/products/spiritual-power-body-wash-16oz


Essentials: Water, Earth Blends for Happiness Spiritual

Power Body Wash, Bucket for blending wash, smaller bowl

for pouring wash on body, Candle (Holder) and matches or

lighter. 

How to Set-up 

Light Candle or tea light (Optional).
In a bucket or container pour approximately 1.5 Gallons  of

water along with 4 ounces of Earth Blends for Happiness

Spiritual Power Body Wash.

Read Scriptures (Psalms 25,27,95,112), Say Affirmations,

Meditate or Pray while focusing on connecting with your

Ancestors, Angels and Spirit Guides. Bible scriptures are

optional according to your beliefs.

Use a smaller container, dip and pour over entire body (Crown
of Head to Soul of Feet) Rub mixture into your skin upward,

rubbing invigorates your pores to allow molecules of Essential

Oils to penetrate and begin the connection process. (Use
entire amount of mixture)
Towel dry hair only, allow the body to air dry.

Before dressing, spray the entire body with manifest body spray

and anoint or Rub your body with Earth Blends for Happiness

manifest Cream. 

Caution: Do not Shower or Bath for 24-72 hours. Washup
Only. You can spray your body with the cleansing spray
and rub the protection cream on during this time. 
Read Scripture of thanksgiving (Psalms 30) or Say Affirmation

after washing and getting dressed.
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Benefits of Spiritual Power Body Wash:

Feel Spiritually Empowered

Bring closer your Ancestors, Angels, Spirit Guides

Increase Intuition & Psychic Abilities

Draw Good Luck

Heighten, Strengthen & Awaken your Spiritual Gifts

Feel Peace and Calm

This wash is for you if you want to take your spiritual powers to

the next level. Whether you are a practitioner or a spiritual seeker

this wash will help you connect with the spirit world. A powerful

spiritual connection will help you in every area of your life. 


